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Introduction
Dragons Bay advertises itself as family fun for all ages. The theme park, located in Southfield,
Missouri, is acres and acres of cotton candy, funnel cakes, roller coasters, game booths, water
rides, birthday parties, and everything else you would expect of a modern theme park. One of the
most popular rides in the park is The Flood, a luge type ride where patrons board boats and traverse
a winding river with dips and climbs. The climax of The Flood is a long downhill plunge into a
lake of water that promises to drench riders and onlookers alike.
On June 30, 2018, tragedy struck the Dragons Bay in Southfield. Eyewitnesses report seeing James
O’Neill riding the new hit ride The Flood. Onlookers’ mouths dropped as they saw James stand
in his boat, despite the ride’s safety restraints, just before the boat plunged into the lake. James fell
from the boat to his death.
James’s parents have filed suit against Adventure Holdings, LLC, the company that runs Dragons
Bay, alleging negligence. Settlement negotiations have gone poorly, and the case appears destined
for trial….
Witnesses
For the Plaintiff:
● Alex Hudson, an investigator with the Missouri Department of Public Safety
● Taylor Brown, an IT specialist and former employee of Adventure Holdings, LLC
● Kennedy O’Neill, the father/mother of James O’Neill
For the Defense:
● JW Willis, an engineering consultant at Wilke & Willis, LLC
● Raven Jones, a middle school student at Flyer Middle School
● Reagan Sestric, current employee of Dragons Bay

Exhibits
Text Messages Between Reagan Sestric and Karin Shiller
Curriculum Vitae of JW Willis
Map of Dragons Bay
Image of Sign Near The Flood Ride
Employee Log for June 30, 2018
Memoranda of Interviews Conducted by Alex Hudson
Emails obtained by Taylor Brown
Excerpts of the MODPS amusement safety park regulations – COMING SOON
Employee Script for “The Flood”
Image of Sign at the Entrance to Dragons Bay

The Court has ruled that neither party will be able to use any photographs of the ride or
James O’Neill at trial pursuant to Rule 403.
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JOINT STIPULATIONS
COMES NOW Plaintiff, Kennedy O’Neill, and Defendant, Adventure Holdings, LLC, by
and through their attorneys, and for their Joint Stipulations, state as follows:
1.

All documents and exhibits are deemed authentic. No party may object on the
grounds that the offering party cannot authenticate an exhibit. This stipulation does
not prohibit a party from objecting to an exhibit on any permissible grounds, such
as foundation, hearsay, relevance, etc.

2.

All depositions excerpts provided herein were given under oath by the deponent,
and all witnesses are presumed to have read and updated their depositions
immediately prior to trial. No witness may deny the authenticity of his or her
deposition statement or deny having signed the deposition.

3.

The only motions that are permitted are to strike testimony and admit evidence.

4.

Jury instructions may be utilized in closing arguments only. Only those instructions
provided hereon may be shown to or argued to the jury.

5.

The Defense filed a Motion in Limine regarding the emails provided to Plaintiff’s
counsel by Taylor Brown. The Defense argued that the emails should not be
permitted on the grounds that they were illegally obtained. The District Court
denied that motion prior to trial. However, all other objections to the admission of
the emails (e.g., hearsay, foundation, relevance, etc.) are permitted.

6.

By agreement of the parties, the only damages that Plaintiff may request at trial are
for pain and suffering, funeral costs, and medical costs. Any damages for future
lost earnings (if applicable), attorneys’ fees, and punitive damages are bifurcated
and will be determined at a future hearing on damages.

7.

Although the case is heard in diversity, Missouri law regarding pure comparative
fault will be used. Therefore, the verdict form will ask the jury what it believes the
damages are, and what percentage of fault lies with Defendant.

8.

Adventure Holdings, LLC, is a limited liability corporation organized under the
laws of the State of Kansas and incorporated with the Kansas Secretary of State.
Kennedy O’Neill is domiciled in the State of Missouri. The amount in controversy
exceeds $75,000. Accordingly, this Court has proper subject matter jurisdiction
pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1332.

Instruction No. 7
In these instructions, you are told that your verdict depends on whether or
not you believe certain propositions of fact submitted to you. The burden is
upon the party who relies upon any such proposition to cause you to believe
that such proposition is more likely true than not true. In determining
whether or not you believe any proposition, you must consider only the
evidence and the reasonable inferences derived from the evidence. If the
evidence in the case does not cause you to believe a particular proposition
submitted, then you cannot return a verdict requiring belief of that
proposition.

Instruction No. 8
In your verdict you must assess a percentage of fault to Adventure Holdings,
LLC, whether or not James O’Neill was partly at fault, if you believe:
One, Adventure Holdings, LLC, failed to provide adequate safety restraints
on the The Flood or failed to provide adequate staffing;
Second, Adventure Holdings, LLC, was thereby negligent; and
Third, such negligence caused or contributed to cause James O’Neill’s death.
“Negligent” or “negligence” as used in these instructions means the failure to
use that degree of care that an ordinarily careful person would use under
the same or similar circumstances.

Instruction No. 9
In your verdict, you must assess a percentage of fault to Plaintiff, whether or
not you believe Adventure Holdings, LLC was partly at fault, if you
believe:
One, James O’Neill removed his safety restraints while riding The Flood or
stood while riding The Flood;
Second, James O’Neill, was thereby negligent; and
Third, such negligence caused or contributed to cause James O’Neill’s death.

Instruction No. 10
If you find in favor of plaintiff, then you must award plaintiff such
sum as you believe will fairly and justly compensate plaintiff for any
damages you believe plaintiff and James O’Neill sustained as a direct result
of the fatal injury to James O’Neill.

Verdict Form
Question No. 1:
Complete the following paragraph by filling in the blanks as required by your
verdict. If you assess a percentage of fault to any of those listed below, write in a
percentage not greater than 100%, otherwise write in “zero” next to that name. If
you assess a percentage of fault to any of those listed below, the total of such
percentage must be 100%.
On the claim of plaintiff for wrongful death, we, the undersigned
jurors, assess percentages of fault as follows:
Adventure Holdings, LLC:

________ % (zero to 100%)

James O’Neill:

________ % (zero to 100%)

TOTAL:

________ % (zero OR 100%)

Question No. 2 (complete the following question if you assessed a percentage
of fault to defendant):
What are James O’Neill’s damages for pain and suffering and medical
expenses? Do not reduce the damages based on the fault if any, of James
O’Neill.
Total Damages: $____________________

Deposition Transcript of Alex Hudson

1

Good afternoon. My name is Alex Hudson, and I am an investigator with the Missouri

2

Department of Public Safety. I am 52 years old, and reside with my spouse and two children in

3

Jefferson City, Missouri. After high school, I attended what was then Northeast Missouri State

4

University and is now Truman State University. I received my B.A. in music. My goal was to

5

become a high school music teacher. However, at the time I graduated from college, finding a job

6

in the music education field was exceedingly difficult. To avoid going further into debt by getting

7

my Masters in Education when there were no jobs available, I decided to change course. A friend

8

of mine worked for the Missouri Department of Public Safety, and got me a job as an

9

administrative assistant.

10

Over the years, I worked my way up the ranks. I have worked for the MODPS for the last

11

thirty years, and plan on staying for another five before retiring and travelling. I have worked as

12

an MODPS investigator for the past ten years. Prior to becoming an investigator, I attended a

13

three-week course in Memphis, Tennessee, put on by the National Association for State

14

Investigations, or NASI. The course teaches about basic investigatory skills such as what to look

15

for in an accident or other critical injury scenes, interview techniques, memoranda writing skills,

16

etc.

17

My specialty at MODPS is theme park and amusement park safety and accidents. I have

18

attended trainings on three different occasions over the last ten years on the required safety

19

measures for roller coasters, water rides, zoos, trampoline parks, etc. Every year officials from

20

the MODPS meet with industry experts to revise our policy manual regarding required safety

21

measures at all parks located within the State of Missouri. I have provided a copy of the most

22

relevant provisions of that manual to Plaintiff’s counsel in this case.

23

Missouri has four major amusement parks, three major zoos, and several lesser theme

24

and amusement parks. In addition, there are hundreds of travelling carnival rides and operators

25

that set up shop at places like churches and high schools. The theme parks go through regular

26

inspections by an inspector from MODPS. When there is an injury at any one of these parks,

27

carnivals, or other locations, an investigator like me will be called into assess the situation, issue

28

any citations as necessary, and make a final determination. In total, I have been called to

29

investigate over 100 accidents over the past ten years. These accidents can be anywhere from

30

someone slipping and falling, to a fatality.

31

In the event of a death, the MODPS will order the park to immediately suspend the ride or

32

attraction in question until a complete and thorough investigation can be completed. If MODPS

33

finds that the host of the ride is deemed to be at fault for the death, MODPS can issue a citation

34

which can include a fine or closure of the facility grounds. The company running the park or ride

35

can request a hearing before an administrative law judge, and then appeal any negative decision

36

from the ALJ to a circuit court judge. To that end, I have testified nearly a dozen times in

37

administrative hearings, although this will be my first private lawsuit in which I have testified.

38

I was first contacted about the events surrounding the death of James O’Neill on July 1,

39

2018. My boss called me at home that morning to let me know I needed to get to Southfield as

40

soon as possible to investigate the death of a teenager on a water ride at the Dragons Bay theme

41

park. I am quite familiar with Dragons Bay, and honestly, I was surprised when I received the call.

42

In my experience, Dragons Bay is one of the safest parks in Missouri. To my knowledge, Dragons

43

Bay has not received a single citation--even a minor one--over the last ten years. However,

44

accidents can happen even when the park is taking all necessary precautions.

45

On my way to Southfield, I received a call from the local sheriff. Don’t worry, my car has

46

Bluetooth so I can talk and drive with two hands on the wheel. Safety First! The sheriff informed

47

me that Mr. O’Neill was 19 years old, had apparently fallen while riding The Flood, and passed

48

away after being rushed to the hospital. She mentioned that apparently the decedent intentionally

49

removed the safety constraints from the ride prior to the accident, although I don’t know how the

50

sheriff would know that. The sheriff told me that the area around The Flood had been taped off

51

and that a Deputy Sheriff was keeping the scene secure. She said she looked forward to meeting

52

with me and hung up.

53

I arrived at the Dragons Bay at around 1:00 pm on July 1. I was met at the entrance to the

54

park by the local sheriff as well as Rebecca Thomas, head of security for all of Dragons Bay parks,

55

and the company’s CEO Joshua Gordon. Mr. Gordon was quite distraught, saying that he was

56

horrified such a tragedy would occur at one of his parks and showed remorse for the parents of

57

the deceased. Ms. Thomas promised me that I would have full access to the company’s video

58

logs, staff records, and would be able to interview any park employees I wanted. She told me that

59

“We’re here to assist you in anything you need.”

60

I politely asked Ms. Thomas and Mr. Gordon to allow me to review the scene alone with

61

the sheriff. While I appreciated their assistance, I wanted to have an unbiased first review of the

62

scene. They agreed and told me they would wait for me in the park’s administration office. With

63

that, I proceeded with the sheriff to The Flood ride.

64

The ride is a typical flume type ride. I noted in my report that while operational, The Flood

65

has twelve boats traversing a river. Each boat carries a maximum of six patrons. The ride lasts

66

approximately 5 ½ minutes. Most flume rides are “log flume” rides, with the smaller boats of 2-4

67

people each and the boats being made to look like hollowed-out logs. The Flood is slightly

68

different, with boats that seat three across and look more like a traditional boat than a log. The

69

Flood has two climbs and two corresponding drops. The first drop is merely 25 feet. The second,

70

coming at the very end of the ride, is 110 feet. By comparison, the drop in the log flume ride at

71

the Mall of America is only 40 feet. For the remainder of the ride, the boats travel a guided river

72

while jets shoot water at the patrons as they pass.

73

For my report, I took pictures of the boats, including the boat Mr. O’Neill was riding when

74

he perished. I also noted the safety restraints on the ride. I had expected to see a shoulder

75

restraint that is lowered over the passengers. However, the ride merely had a belt restraint that

76

went over the patrons’ laps, much like what you see in airplanes (except that the materials used

77

are designed to get wet unlike belts in a car or airplane). I say I was surprised because the

78

MODPS safety regulations require over-the-shoulder restraints on any Class A Theme Rides,

79

which includes water flume rides. This should have been caught during the last safety inspection

80

of the park, but clearly someone at MODPS was asleep at the wheel. The park should have been

81

proactive and fixed the mistake, but we should have caught it, too.

82

Dragons Bay has several signs throughout the park warning patrons with the rules of the

83

various rides. I took pictures of the warning sign near The Flood and provided it as part of my

84

report. In my opinion, the sign is inadequate. While the sign does warn all patrons to remain

85

seated with their arms and legs within the ride, and it does provide the typical warnings against

86

young children and women who are or think they might be pregnant from boarding the ride, the

87

sign does not warn patrons that they must keep the restraints fastened at all times while the ride

88

is in progress. I understand this seems intuitive, but it’s a required warning.

89

After a few hours, I was ready to start my interviews. The sheriff gave me the names of

90

two witnesses as well as their telephone numbers and home addresses. Deputy sheriffs identified

91

these witnesses the day before after responding to the scene. Ms. Thomas and Mr. Gordon also

92

provided me with access to the employees working the ride that day for interviews.

93

The first witness I interviewed was Aaron Bjorn. Mr. Bjorn was at Dragons Bay with who

94

he described as his “much better half”--his wife--and their three sons. Mr. Bjorn was in line at The

95

Flood waiting to board a boat when the accident occurred. Mr. Bjorn did not witness the event

96

itself, but he did provide me with information about the staffing. According to Mr. Bjorn, only one

97

employee was working in the boat house, or the staging area where patrons load the ride at the

98

start of the ride and unload at the end. For a ride such as this, regulations require no fewer than

99

three fully trained staff with a preference of four. Staff play an important safety role for amusement

100

rides. Staff members must check to ensure that all patrons are fully strapped into a ride, announce

101

the rules of the ride, operate the machinery that runs the ride, and keep an eye on patrons both

102

in line and on the ride itself. One person cannot do all of that by himself or herself.

103

Unfortunately, Mr. Bjorn has recently moved to Madrid, Spain. I know you have been trying

104

to locate him to serve a subpoena for his testimony in this case, but all that I know is that he lives

105

out of the country now.

106

I also interviewed Linda Ravenscraft, who was at the park with her boyfriend. Ms.

107

Ravenscraft stated that she was leaving the area of the The Flood at the time the accident

108

occurred, having just finished the ride and unloaded from the boat. She confirmed Mr. Bjorn’s

109

account that only one park employee was working the ride on June 30, 2018, at the time of the

110

accident. Unfortunately, Ms. Ravenscraft did not see Mr. O’Neill fall from the ride either.

111
112

Ms. Ravenscraft lives in Southfield and told me she would gladly accept a subpoena to
give testimony in this matter.

113

I was not able to interview any park employees until July 2, 2018. The three employees I

114

interviewed all said the same thing: they could not remember how many employees were working

115

the ride that day, but that they were sure it was at least three. They all pointed me towards the

116

employee log for that day which showed that The Flood would have three employees assigned

117

from 11:00 am to 3:00 pm on June 30, 2018. I thought these interviews seemed a little suspicious,

118

given that only a couple days had passed and yet all three people had mysteriously forgotten

119

what happened. It seemed very coordinated.

120

I returned to Jefferson City on July 3, 2018, to begin my report and present my findings to

121

the director of MODPS. I telephoned Ms. Thomas on July 5 to ask if I could have copies of the

122

video logs from the day of the accident. Ms. Thomas told me that unfortunately, the logs had been

123

destroyed. Ms. Thomas explained that Dragons Bay had gone through several new IT people

124

over the past year, and that the video system was having difficulties. I noted this in my report and

125

asked her to please do everything possible to try and recover any video from the day in question.

126

For a company this size not to have a back-up system for its video and security seemed

127

suspicious. If you ask me, had I been asking for video of someone who stole money from the

128

park, I bet I would have received it instantaneously. Yet when an accident occurs on park grounds,

129

the video disappears.

130

I presented my findings and conclusions to the MODPS director on July 10. I concluded

131

that Dragons Bay was at fault for two reasons. The first and primary reason was the safety

132

constraints on the ride. State regulations for a ride such as this require over-the-shoulder

133

harnesses that cannot be manipulated by the patrons. In this case, Dragons Bay used lap belt

134

restraints on The Flood that could be unbuckled by the patron at any time during the ride. While

135

the park has signs warning patrons boarding The Flood to remain in the ride at all times, this is

136

insufficient under state regulations. Sure, anyone with common sense would know not to remove

137

safety restraints on a thrill ride, and especially not to stand. Regulations are not written with

138

common sense in mind. Regulations are written to protect people against their worst instincts,

139

and here the regulations are designed to prevent this kind of thing.

140

Since filing my report, I have read the deposition testimony of Raven Jones. I find what

141

he/she has to say disturbing, and I wish I had had the chance to interview him/her prior to issuing

142

my report. If what Mr./Ms. Jones has to say--that is, that Mr. O’Neill was standing in his boat just

143

prior to the 110-foot drop at the end of the ride--this would indicate that Mr. O’Neill likely unbuckled

144

himself during the ride. This would likely mean that some of the blame for his death is because of

145

his own actions. However, I stand by my report. Mr. O’Neill should never have been given the

146

chance to unbuckle himself if Dragons Bay was following state regulations. Moreover, it is

147

possible, albeit unlikely, that Mr. O’Neill’s buckle simply came apart or was never fastened

148

properly in the first place, which is the responsibility of park employees (although this does not

149

explain why he was standing in the boat rather than sitting).

150

I have also reviewed the testimony of JW Willis. While I find Mr./Ms. Willis rather pompous,

151

I cannot fault Mr./Ms. Willis for his/her opinion about the lap belt versus over-the-shoulder or bar

152

restraints. It is a perfectly reasonable concern on a water ride to have a restraint that cannot be

153

undone by the patron because of the risk of drowning. However, state regulations take this risk

154

into consideration. The chance of serious bodily injury goes down significantly when a park uses

155

an over-the-shoulder restraint versus a lap belt for rides such as The Flood. The benefits of such

156

a restraint greatly outweigh, in my opinion, the very slight risk of drowning. And the regulations

157

agree with me.

158

Ultimately, the MODPS issued a citation to Adventure Holdings, LLC. Because of the

159

company’s impeccable safety history, the MODPS decided not to shut down the park. However,

160

as part of the citation, the MODPS fined the company $500,000 and ordered Dragons Bay to

161

close down The Flood. Shortly after the citation was issued, Joshua Gordon issued a statement

162

that said the company was going to appeal the citation, but that it would voluntarily close down

163

the ride as a precautionary measure. The last I heard, the ALJ affirmed the $500,000 fine and the

164

company was appealing to a circuit court judge.

165

I owe a duty of full disclosure. My spouse is heavily invested in several different

166

companies. One of them is Eight Banners, Inc., a company that runs theme parks throughout the

167

United States. Last time I checked, my spouse owned approximately $20,000 in stock of Eight

168

Banners. Eighth Banners has been seeking a license to open a theme park in Missouri, but thus

169

far the license has been denied because of the number of major theme parks already in Missouri.

170

If Dragons Bay is forced to close as a result of this litigation, Eight Banners will likely be able to

171

open a theme park. My spouse estimates that the value of his/her stock will dramatically improve.

172

However, I swear under penalty of perjury that any potential financial gain had nothing to do with

173

my investigation or my findings.

174
175
176

/s/

_______________________
Alex Hudson
October 7, 2019

Deposition Transcript of Taylor Brown

1

My name is Taylor Brown, and I am 24 years old. When I was young, my parents did not

2

believe in public schooling and could not afford private schools. My parents were brilliant, but they

3

never used their brilliance to make money. My dad worked as a vintner for a local winery, and my

4

mom worked as a part-time professor at a community college. So, I was homeschooled until I was

5

14 years old when I started college courses at the University of Maryland. My dad wanted me to

6

go into medicine, and my mom encouraged me to do something with physics. I think my mom

7

dreamed of me working for CERN someday.

8

Instead, I received my degree in computer science. I graduated with my B.S. when I was

9

only 17. I then received an M.A. in computer science from Duke University. After graduating with

10

my masters--at 19 years old--I started working for one of the major credit card companies. I

11

worked on a team that worked on internal security. Credit card companies are terrified of being

12

the next to suffer a breach because of the negative PR, so they spend millions hiring the best and

13

the brightest like me to work on their internal firewalls and other security measures.

14

I worked for the credit card company for two years. I was making some good money, but

15

I didn’t see much of a future because of the lack of lateral movement potential. My goal was to

16

get into the C-suites by the time I was 30, and I had no potential to move up in the credit card

17

company from the computer security divisions. So, I left.

18

When I was 21, I took a job with Adventure Holdings, LLC. That is the holding company

19

that owns and operates Dragons Bay theme parks throughout the country, including the one in

20

Southfield, Missouri. The corporate headquarters for Adventure Holdings is in Kansas City,

21

Kansas with various parks throughout the midwest. I was hired to manage all of the internal

22

technology systems for Adventure Holdings, including managing a staff of IT specialists,

23

developing the “Dragons Bay” app, implementing the email platform for the entire company, and

24

managing the technology that monitors all of the rides.

25

The rides at all of the Dragons Bay parks have sophisticated controls and monitors that

26

serve as primary safety systems for the rides. Most people think that the on-the-ground staff is

27

what keep people safe. Let me ask you: do you want to leave the safety of your kids in the hands

28

of a bored teenager making minimum wage, or a complex computer system that monitors rides

29

in real time, can make thousands of calculations a second, and never gets tired? Yeah, not a

30

tough choice. The in-park staff is there to push the buttons to start the ride, make sure patrons

31

are strapped in, and be customer service. That kind of thing.

32

Real safety occurs in a room at corporate HQ where well-paid people who know what they

33

are doing and monitor all of the rides during times the parks are open. We called this division of

34

eagle-eyed watchers “Park Security.” I ran the IT staff that developed and updated the ride-

35

monitoring software, while “Park Security” operated under a different management structure.

36

Monitoring the rides requires a two-part process. The human side includes the “Park

37

Security” staff which monitors each ride through a series of cameras which feed directly back to

38

monitors back at HQ. “Park Security” staff can watch the cameras looking for anomalies such as

39

misbehaving patrons, or any deviations from normal ride patterns.

40

The second part of the process was through the computer algorithm I had developed. My

41

computer program monitors the time length of each ride, and any deviation of more than one

42

second from the norm will trigger an alert to the “Park Security” staff that a problem may be

43

occurring. This is measured from the point the staff person in the park pushes the button to start

44

the ride to the point the car (in the case of a roller coaster) re-enters the main house of the ride.

45

Deviations from the standard ride length are indications of malfunction in the ride itself. We can

46

also monitor things like the number of Gs at each turn in a roller coaster, different rides’ speed at

47

various checkpoints, etc. We’re looking for consistency. Inconsistencies mean danger, and

48

danger means liability to the company.

49

Starting in September 2016, I noticed problems with The Flood at our parks. A “Park

50

Security” staff member notified me that she received an alert regarding the safety constraints on

51

The Flood ride in our Des Moines, Iowa park. Apparently, the computer program indicated that

52

multiple belt straps were coming loose during the duration of the ride. To double check, I reviewed

53

the video of the ride for a 48-hour period, and sure enough, a patron’s lap belt came undone three

54

times during that window.

55

I called the head of our security, Rebecca Thomas, and let her know about the issue. She

56

said it was, “nothing to worry your nerdy head about,” and that she would look into it. In hindsight,

57

this comment should have been a red flag, but at the time I didn’t think much of it. People had

58

been calling me a “nerd” all my life, and I figured she was just being sarcastic. What I didn’t know

59

was that she really meant, “I won’t do anything about it.”

60

The problem seemed to be an isolated incident, until it popped up again in August 2017.

61

This time, several different “Park Security” staff contacted me about The Flood ride at our park in

62

Indianapolis, Indiana. The same thing was happening. The lap belts were coming loose during

63

the ride. Video of the ride itself confirmed that something was malfunctioning on the ride itself

64

rather than a product of rider error. I chose not to call Rebecca, and instead wrote a memo to

65

Adventure Holdings CEO Joshua Gordon. I wanted him to know first-hand what was going on and

66

how this posed a safety threat to our guests.

67

About a week after I sent the memo, my friend Joseph in the HR department walked into

68

my office. He had a strange look about him. Joseph is usually the jovial type who likes to talk

69

about the latest superhero movie or the round of golf he played over the weekend. This time,

70

Joseph walked into my office, closed the door, looked me in the face and asked, “How good is

71

your resume?” I didn’t know what he was talking about, as I had not updated my resume in years.

72

He then said, “Let’s go get some coffee.” We walked to a coffee shop a couple blocks from

73

corporate HQ and over a couple of mochas, Joseph told me in whispers, “Look, Taylor, I think

74

something is going down. Josh Gordon called me himself earlier this morning about you. He

75

wanted to know about your attendance, and whether there had been any complaints about you. I

76

didn’t ask any questions, but I think they might be looking for a reason to can you.”

77

Needless to say, I was angry. Sometimes people get angry when they get cut off in traffic.

78

Sometimes people get angry when their favorite sports team screws up. I wasn’t at that level of

79

angry. I was much, much worse. I had worked my you-know-what off for that company developing

80

the best programming in the industry, and I was going to get fired for something like writing a

81

memo. About safety! I stood up, threw my half-full cup of mocha onto the floor, and stormed back

82

to the office. I knew exactly what I was going to do.

83

You see, when one is smarter than everyone else, and one is head of IT, one has a few

84

tricks up one’s sleeve. For me, that was storing everyone’s email passwords in a secure file. Every

85

6 months, HQ staff had to change their emails, and I wrote a backdoor into the email program

86

making all emails backup into an offsite server only I had access to. And, as head of IT, I had

87

access to everyone’s email server. I was supposed to use it for monitoring lower-level staff to

88

make sure nobody was using work email for personal stuff like shopping. But I had access to

89

Joshua Gordon’s email too. So that afternoon I broke into his email account and did a quick search

90

for “Flood.” There were something like 400 emails, and I quickly downloaded them all and saved

91

them on a personal thumb drive.

92

Sure enough, I was fired the next day. Gordon didn’t even have the decency to do it

93

himself. Coward. Instead, the VP of Operations called me into her office and told me I would be

94

fired because of my poor work performance, but that I would receive 3-months’ worth of pay as a

95

severance. I looked her in the eye and said, “This is BS. You’re firing me for writing that memo,

96

and the press is going to hear about it. And you’re going to hear from my lawyers about it, too.” I

97

can’t tell you how good it felt to storm out of that building.

98

In the time since I was fired, I have had a chance to review the emails I backed up from

99

the company. Sure enough, there are some good emails about how the company knew The Flood

100

rides were dangerous, but that it would not do anything about it because of costs. Jerks. These

101

idiots put profits over people, and now they are going to pay through the nose for it. I am currently

102

suing Adventure Holdings for millions in a wrongful termination lawsuit, and that case is going to

103

trial in a few months. This testimony is a good practice for my lawsuit against Adventure Holdings.

104

I was not surprised to hear about the death of James O’Neill. I was warning the company

105

for years about this problem and was ignored. I turned over the emails to the Plaintiff’s lawyers in

106

hopes that they can help me bankrupt this company. Secretly, I hope Gordon is prosecuted for

107

what he did.

108
109
110

/s/

_______________________
Taylor Brown
September 22, 2019

Deposition Transcript of Kennedy O’Neill

1

My name is Kennedy O’Neill, and I am 58 years old. I have, or had, three children. James

2

was my oldest. Before my oldest son passed away, I worked as a personal financial advisor in

3

Southfield. Since the incident, I have not had the heart to work. I’m not really retired, as I don’t

4

have enough saved in my 401(k), but I don’t have the energy to return to work yet. My spouse

5

works part time, but he/she doesn’t have enough income to support us. Our bills are mounting,

6

and our credit cards are almost to the point of being maxed out. My other children are in high

7

school right now, and I want to spend as much time with them. I don’t care about working anymore.

8

If we win this lawsuit, hopefully we’ll get some money out of that greedy good-for-nothing company

9

that runs Dragons Bay so I can pay the bills.

10

About 20 years ago, my spouse and I got into some financial trouble and could not keep

11

up with our bills in addition to the student loan debt. We were forced to file bankruptcy. We got

12

some bad legal advice. Would you believe our attorney told us that even though the bankruptcy

13

paperwork said we had to disclose all of our property, we did not have to include ownership of

14

some valuable jewelry my spouse inherited from his/her great grandmother? We trusted what the

15

attorney told us and didn’t disclose the jewelry. The value of the jewelry was something like

16

$15,000. The trustee in our bankruptcy case found out about the jewelry, and sued us alleging

17

that my spouse and I engaged in fraud. It was a mess. We had to fire our attorney and hire a new

18

one, who met with the U.S. Attorney’s Office to try and convince the government not to charge us

19

with a crime. Ultimately, we had to settle the lawsuit with the trustee. We lost the jewelry,

20

unfortunately.

21

James was 19 when it happened. Like I said, James was our oldest. He was always a

22

daredevil, ever since he was born. I remember when James was born, he was breached and the

23

doctor had to perform an emergency c-section to deliver him. In elementary school, he loved to

24

play sports including peewee football and soccer and skateboarding. He begged us to go white

25

water rafting, which we eventually did when he was in fourth grade. He never seemed to be scared

26

of anything. I remember one time our family took a camping trip near Elephant Rocks State Park.

27

James was in sixth grade, and he loved climbing on the boulders and jumping from one to the

28

other. James was showing off to his younger brother and sister by standing as close to the edge

29

of the boulders, even standing one-legged on the edge. Eventually, he lost his balance and fell.

30

His siblings started screaming and my spouse and found him lying on the ground with a smile on

31

his face. He had broken his wrist, right arm, and had a badly sprained ankle, yet he was smiling.

32

He just looked at my spouse and me and said, “Worth it.”

33

James did okay in high school. He was never the brightest kid, but he worked hard enough

34

to get Bs and Cs. He never really had much of an idea of what he wanted to do for a living, or

35

what he wanted to major in at college. So instead of enrolling in a university, he decided he wanted

36

to get his associates degree at a local community college while he “discovered his path.” I had

37

always hoped he would become a lawyer or doctor or something, but I was proud of him and we

38

would support him no matter what.

39

I will never forget June 30, 2018. That is the worst day of my life. I will probably be in

40

therapy for the rest of my life because of it. James had been planning to go to Dragons Bay where

41

his friend Reagan Sestric works. Reagan and James had been friends for years. They were both

42

goofballs who loved to get into trouble. Reagan is a good kid, and his/her parents are some of my

43

best friends.

44

June 30 was a Saturday. James got up early, around 8:00 am. He was out the door within

45

10 minutes of waking up, grabbing a piece of toast on the way out. God, I would give anything if

46

I could go back to that morning and stop him from leaving the house. I had planned a day at a

47

winery with some friends.

48

It was shortly after lunch that I received a call from Reagan. I thought it was odd that

49

Reagan would be calling me during the day, since I knew he/she was supposed to be working at

50

Dragons Bay. When I answered, I knew something was wrong. Reagan was out of breath, and

51

saying “accident” and “hospital.” I remember my heartbeat started rising. I told him/her to slow

52

down, and tell me what was wrong. Reagan managed to tell me that James has been in an

53

accident and that an ambulance was coming. Reagan said I should get to the hospital.

54

A lot of what happened next was a blur. I remember one of my friends driving since I had

55

had a glass of wine already. We rushed to Southfield Medical Center as fast as we could. I

56

remember texting my spouse on the way saying that something had happened to James and that

57

he/she should get to the hospital. I remember my friend parking the car and me running as fast

58

as I could toward the emergency room entrance.

59

Just as I got to the ER, an ambulance drove up with its lights on and sirens blaring. I’ll

60

never forget the sound of the siren. Sometimes I wake up at night having nightmares of that siren.

61

As the ambulance got there, people in scrubs rushed from the doors of the ER to the ambulance

62

just as paramedics started wheeling someone towards the door. I looked down and realized in

63

shock that the man on the gurney was James. But it wasn’t the same James I remembered from

64

that morning. His face was covered in blood, and his shirt--his favorite t-shirt--was ripped. The

65

rest of his body was covered by a blanket, but that fell off as paramedics rushed him to the ER

66

door. I saw such a gruesome sight. A bone was protruding from his left leg. Blood stained the

67

entire length of this body. I heard him crying, whimpering. He must have been in so much pain.

68

The paramedics tried to push me out of the way, but I simply yelled “That’s my son!”

69

James was conscious when they wheeled him into the ER. I thought that was a good sign.

70

He tried to reach out to me, but the paramedics would not let him move. They rushed him into the

71

ER towards an operating room and I tried as best I could to race alongside him. I tried to tell him

72

it would be okay, that I would remain by his side. But one of the nurses told me I had to wait in

73

the waiting room. I yelled to James that I loved him. I still remember him looking back at me

74

saying, “I’m sorry I did that,” just as the doors to the operating room closed. That was the last time

75

I saw my son alive. That was the last thing he said to me.

76

I sat in the waiting room for hours. It seemed like days. My spouse joined me a few minutes

77

after James was rushed into the OR. My sister brought our other children to the hospital to be

78

with us, and we waited as a family for news. Eventually the doctor came to the waiting room and

79

asked us to speak with him in a private room. I knew that was a bad sign. The doctor tried to

80

explain what had happened, that they did everything they could, but that James had died from

81

internal bleeding. My kids started screaming. My spouse fell to the floor, and I was in shock. I

82

think I started trembling, or maybe I said something. Honestly, I don’t remember.

83

I asked the doctor to tell me whether he was in any pain before he passed. The doctor

84

was reluctant, but I insisted he tell me. The doctor said that he was conscious only for a few

85

minutes before they administered anesthesia, but that he would not likely have felt much pain due

86

to the nerve damage from the injuries. I don’t care what the doctor said, I know my son. He has

87

fallen off boulders. He has broken bones before. Never have I heard him crying and whimpering,

88

but he was when they brought him into that hospital. I know he was in a lot of pain. I’m sure the

89

doctor was just trying to make me feel better, but I know the truth.

90

[A break was had]

91

Since my son died, there have been significant costs. I received a bill from the hospital in

92

the months following the incident. I had to pay $10,000! When I didn't make the payments for a

93

couple months, I started getting harassing calls from a debt collector. I eventually paid that bill.

94

The funeral costs were astronomical too. I paid $7,500 to bury my son.

95

A parent should never have to bury a child. I hate Dragons Bay for what they did to my

96

son. I know they think James took the belt off himself, but I know my son, he would never do that.

97

He may have been a daredevil, but he was not stupid. And I will not sit here and listen to your

98

patronizing questions suggesting that this is his fault. I’ve seen the emails your IT person

99

downloaded, you knew that ride was unsafe. I wasn’t there, but I know what happened. Your ride

100

broke, and it killed my son. You cared more about profits then you did for the safety of the sons

101

and daughters that visit that park. Your client deserves to suffer for what it did to my son, and so

102

do you for being its attorney.

103
104
105

/s/

_______________________
Kennedy O’Neill
September 10, 2019

Deposition Transcript of JW Willis

1

My name is J.W. Willis. I am the co-founder and senior partner at Wilke & Willis, a

2

nationally recognized engineering consulting firm located in Washington, D.C. Most of the year,

3

my spouse and I live in Georgetown, but we have a summer home in the Hamptons that we try to

4

visit as often as possible. My spouse and I are also close to closing a deal on an apartment in

5

Paris, which we will use during our retirement years to travel around Europe. I am 57 years old,

6

five years from retirement, and am looking forward to spending all of that money I earned over

7

the course of my career.

8

After high school, I attended MIT in Boston for three semesters. Unfortunately, I had to

9

leave MIT because I was caught plagiarizing a term paper in a political science class. I was an

10

engineering major who did not care about political science or the liberal arts. I was overwhelmed

11

with my other course studies and did not have time to research such mundane things as

12

comparative democratic systems. So, I found a term paper online, changed the name, and

13

submitted it. I was caught and asked to withdraw from the school. Thankfully, I was able to enroll

14

at Georgia Tech where I finished my engineering degree. Thereafter, I attended UCLA for my

15

masters and PhD in engineering.

16

After graduating, I worked for a large engineering firm that assisted municipalities with

17

designing and building their metro and light rail systems. I did that for approximately five years,

18

after which I was hired by RNDP Holdings, LLC, as a design engineer. RNDP is the parent

19

company for a number of amusement parks around the world. During my 10 years at RNDP, I

20

designed roller coasters and other amusement rides. I primarily worked on the technical aspects

21

of the rides--specifically, how to make them more aerodynamic, implement new technologies to

22

allow for faster speeds, and updated safety features. I designed remote sensors for the company’s

23

roller coaster rides that collected data each time a car rode the track. At the company’s

24

headquarters, we would analyze the data to make sure that each car was entering turns and loops

25

at correct rates of speed, that the amount of gravitational force felt by a customer during certain

26

loops was where we wanted it, that kind of thing.

27

I stayed at RNDP for about 10 years and loved every minute of it. I made that company a

28

lot of money with my designs and was handsomely compensated for it. I left on good terms and

29

started a consulting firm with my friend Randy Wilke. The majority of our engineers work on

30

government contracts designing whatever is needed. Think infrastructure, water and waste

31

systems, that kind of thing. However, I primarily serve as an expert witness in major lawsuits in

32

which an engineering opinion is needed. I like being a professional expert witness. The pay is

33

fantastic, and the work is really interesting. I charge an hourly fee of $450 plus expenses for

34

reviewing and preparing an expert report and testifying at depositions. If a matter goes to trial, I

35

charge $8,000 plus expenses for trial testimony.

36

All of my credentials can be found on my curriculum vitae. Most importantly, I have given

37

a number of speeches and been published. And I am a member--albeit reluctantly--of the

38

Association of Amusement Ride Engineers (or the AARE). I say reluctantly because I often

39

disagree with the recommendations of the AARE. Everyone agrees that safety should be the

40

number one concern for amusement parks because of the liability concerns. However, I think the

41

recommendations of the AARE go too far in being overly cautious. There are inherent risks in

42

riding roller coasters, and the patron assumes some of that risk. The AARE often recommends

43

heightened safety precautions above-and-beyond the normal safety factor, which makes the ride

44

less enjoyable for the customer and hurts the bottom line of the park. A safety factor is a multiplier

45

of the force a restraint must be able to handle. For example, if the technicians design a ride for

46

people weighing up to 250 lbs, and the restraint has a safety factor of 2 (the minimum standard

47

for all safety restraints), then the restraint must be able to safely restrain up to 500 lbs. AARE

48

recommends safety factors of 3. I, on the other hand, think that is too extreme. Instead, I

49

recommend what is necessary to keep people as safe as possible while giving the customer what

50

he or she wants...a fun experience that makes him or her want to come back.

51

To prepare for this case, I reviewed all of the deposition transcripts for the witnesses, the

52

report prepared by Alex Hudson, pictures of The Flood as well as documents showing the ride’s

53

design and schematics, the safety logs for The Flood, Dragons Bay’s employee logs, and pictures

54

of the warning signs posted throughout the park. I did not visit Dragons Bay in preparation for this

55

case, although I visited the park about 10 years ago (before The Flood was built). Everything I

56

needed to prepare for my expert opinion was provided to me in the documents. All of my opinions

57

are to a reasonable degree of engineering certainty and based on sound science in the area of

58

engineering.

59

My final conclusion is that Adventure Holdings is not responsible for James O'Neill's death.

60

This conclusion is based on four factors. First, the type of safety restraint used on the ride was

61

adequate for the risk involved. Second, the number of employees present at the ride was

62

sufficient. Third, the notices posted in the park put customers on notice of potential hazards.

63

Finally, O’Neill’s own actions are the primary cause of his death. Let me explain each factor.

64

Roller coaster restraints have come a long way over the past 30 years. Believe it or not,

65

the first roller coasters had no restraints at all. Now, the restraints are so sophisticated as to make

66

roller coasters safer than driving a car on the highway. For amusement rides, there are several

67

types of restraints. The first are over-the-shoulder restraints that lowers over the the shoulders

68

and upper torso of the customer. These restraints, once lowered, lock into place until the ride

69

comes to a complete stop or the restraints are unlocked by park staff. Over-the-shoulder restraints

70

are typically accompanied by some sort of lap restraint to increase the points of contact on the

71

customer, therefore making them safer. The restraints are good for coasters with higher speeds

72

and are used in both traditional “sit-down” coasters as well as inverted coasters where the car is

73

below the track (such that the customer’s feet are “dangling” in the air).

74

Other rides use a lap bar restraint, used in rides at moderate speeds without inversion. In

75

other words, rides that do not go upside down such that the person is at risk of falling. Finally,

76

there are lap belt restraints similar to seat belts found on airplanes or cars. These are used in

77

slower rides, rides where the customer might need to manually release himself or herself, and

78

rides designed for children.

79

For “flume” or water rides, I recommend lap belt restraints. I understand that many parks

80

are switching to the more restrictive over-the-shoulder restraints and lap bar restraints for water

81

rides that lock into place automatically. And the AARE issued its official recommendation in 2017

82

pushing for such restraints on all water rides. I thoroughly disagree. While over-the-shoulder

83

restraints and lap bar restraints prohibit a customer from leaving his or her seat until the

84

conclusion of the ride and restricts movement of the rider, that is unwise in a water ride. Imagine

85

if a boat on a water ride capsized. In such an instance, the customer would need to be able to

86

manually remove the restraint, like you do on an airplane or car. Otherwise, there is a risk of

87

drowning. The over-the-shoulder restraint is good for coasters, bad for water rides.

88

Here, the evidence I received indicates The Flood used a lap restraint that clicks into place.

89

According to the materials I read, Dragons Bay staff are required to give instructions to the

90

customers prior to the boat’s departure at the beginning of the ride. According to the script the

91

employee is required to read a statement that the customer should not release his or her restraint

92

until the ride is completely concluded unless there is an emergency or instructed by an employee.

93

The employees are supposed to check customers restraints prior to allowing the boats to enter

94

the ride, similar to a flight attendant checking belts prior to a plane taking off.

95

In my professional opinion, Dragons Bay had an appropriate restraint on The Flood. If a

96

more secure type of restraint had been in place, like an over-the-shoulder restraint, it would have

97

put the customer at more risk in case the boat capsized. It is impossible to make The Flood or

98

any other ride 100% safe, but in my opinion, it was as safe as possible.

99

The second factor in my opinion concerns the number of employees present. I admit that

100

this my training as an engineer has nothing to do with opinions about staffing and security.

101

However, recall that I worked in the industry for 10 years and therefore gained knowledge about

102

what is minimally required. In my experience, amusement park rides should have at least two

103

employees at all times, who are trained specifically for the ride in question. These employees

104

should be stationed at the gatehouse for the ride--in other words, the starting and ending point

105

where customers enter and exit the cars or boats. The employees should be able to manually

106

shut down the ride in case of emergency, such as lightning or a customer becoming ill. The

107

employees should have access to radio or similar equipment so that they are in communication

108

with other employees in case of problems. AARE recommendations suggest that the employees

109

should be at least 21 years old, but in my experience, employees 18 or older can handle most

110

situations.

111

In the materials provided to me, I did not see anything suggesting how many employees

112

were actually working The Flood at the time of the accident. However, the employee log indicates

113

that three employees were assigned to the ride from 11:00 am to 3:00 pm on June 30, 2018. In

114

my opinion, this was a sufficient number to meet minimal safety requirements. The rapid response

115

of the park staff after the accident suggests that employees were properly equipped with radios

116

and other equipment to respond en masse to critical situations.

117

I know that Alex Hudson suggested that the park lacked sufficient staffing. His/her

118

conclusion that the park needed four employees for the ride is ludicrous. There simply aren’t

119

enough tasks for four employees on The Flood. Two is sufficient: one to check the lap belts of

120

the riders before the boat departs on the ride, the other to work the controls to release the boats

121

when all riders are secured in the boat. Four employees is simply a waste of manpower and an

122

unnecessary expense for the park.

123

The third factor in my opinion is pretty simple. I was provided with an image of a sign that

124

is located in the park. According to deposition testimony, these signs are located throughout the

125

park, both at the front entrance and near the major rides, including The Flood. The signs in the

126

park warn customers as they enter the park and enter rides that there are inherent risks in riding

127

an amusement ride, and that the customer should be aware and take heed of such risks. James

128

O’Neill knew or should have known about the risks. Nothing in life is without risk.

129

The last part of my opinion is based on James O’Neill’s own actions, which is the primary

130

cause of his death. The basis of this opinion is the deposition testimony of Raven Jones, the

131

eyewitness to the accident. According to his/her account, James O’Neill was standing in the

132

middle of the boat with his arms in the air just as the boat was about to go down a long slide into

133

a pool of water. To do that, James O’Neill would have had to manually undo the lap restraint

134

against the express warnings of park staff. Let’s use some common sense here, people. The belt

135

was there for a reason. The staff tells people to remain seated for a reason. He ignored that advice

136

and paid for it with his life. Of course, this is a tragedy, and I feel sympathy for the family, but the

137

fault lies entirely with James O’Neill in my opinion.

138
139
140

/s/

_______________________
JW Willis
October 2, 2019

Deposition Transcript of Raven Jones

1

Sorry. I’m really scared right now. I’ll try to speak louder. I’m just too nervous.

2

[A break was held]

3

Thank you. I’ll keep the tissue near me. It helps to have my parents next to me, yes.

4

My mom told me about what to do today. She told me to tell the truth. She told me you

5

would ask me some questions, and that I had to tell you exactly what I saw. She said I had to tell

6

you the truth or I could get in big trouble. She said you would be nice to me. You promise you will

7

be, right?

8

My name is Raven Jones. I am eleven years old. I attend Flyer Middle School. Yes, that’s

9

in Southfield, Missouri. I do really good, I mean well, in school. I have gotten straight A’s all

10

through middle school. I can read at an 11th grade level, and I have already taken high school

11

trig and algebra. My parents think it’s really important that I learn at least two other languages, so

12

I take private Spanish lessons and when I am fluent, I’ll start on French. I play viola in my middle

13

school orchestra and my dad taught me how to play racquetball when I was a little kid. I got pretty

14

good at it, and now I am nationally ranked. My parents talked about having me skip a grade but

15

decided against it. They said I am not mature enough to skip a grade.

16

My mom is a lawyer. Do you know her? She’s the best lawyer and wins all of her cases.

17

My dad is a drama teacher at the high school. He’s always getting the older kids ready for a play

18

or musical. I’m kinda hoping to become a lawyer when I grow up, like my mom. We’ll see how the

19

trial goes. What you do seems boring. My mom says I should join the “mock trial” club when I get

20

to high school. She says the program in Missouri is the best in the country. Maybe I’ll do that when

21

I get to high school. If I do, I want to be a lawyer. I want to be the star. Dad says I should do plays,

22

because he says I am always dramatizing everything.

23

When I was seven, my mom and dad took to me to the eye doctor to have my eyes

24

checked. The doctor did some test where she made me put my chin on a machine and look

25

through a big lens. The doctor was on the other side and said she was looking into my eyes. She

26

asked me to try not to blink. Then the doctor made me read a chart from left to right with a funny

27

looking spoon over one eye. So, I read the letters: K-A-I-S-E-R-S-O-S-E. After going through all

28

of that, the doctor didn’t even tell me what was wrong. She talked to my parents. I think I heard

29

her say something like “My Topia” or something like that. I don’t know. My mom and dad said I

30

was nearsighted. I was confused about what that meant, so my parents told me it means I can

31

see things close to me, but I have trouble with things far away. Since then I have to wear glasses

32

or contact lenses. I don’t like wearing the glasses. The other kids at school make fun of me when

33

I do.

34

Dragons Bay is one of my favorite places!! It has all of these really cool rides, an arcade,

35

swimming pools, everything! My best friend Jamie and I first went to Dragons Bay when we were

36

8. My favorite ride there is the Time Spiral. That roller coaster goes upside down! This one time

37

Jamie and I went on the Time Spiral 6 times in one day! I loved it, but Jamie puked after the last

38

time. I guess he/she shouldn’t have eaten the funnel cake before going on the ride. Now Jamie

39

won’t ride on it anymore. He/she is such a wimp.

40

I won’t go on The Flood ride. Not after what I saw during my birthday party. My parents

41

never let me go on that ride because they said it was for bigger kids. Also, I don’t like the rides

42

where you get wet. The Flood is one of those rides that you sit in a boat that takes you around a

43

long river and water cannons get you wet. At the end, the boat goes down a long slide before

44

plunging in a pool of water to get you super wet. Some camera takes your picture that you can

45

buy when you leave the park. My parents said it’s a rip off, since cell phones can take pictures for

46

free, but the park charges you $10 for a picture.

47

Before I turned 10, I begged my parents to let me have a party at Dragons Bay. I begged

48

for weeks, promised I would clean my room and take the dog on walks and do the dishes. I even

49

promised that I would help my dad clean up after his rehearsals. Eventually they said “yes.” They

50

said I could only invite 10 friends to go with me, since it is so expensive to have parties there. My

51

birthday is on June 28. But for my birthday last year, the party was on June 30 since that was a

52

Saturday. I know because I still have my calendar and the day of the party is circled.

53

So, with parties at Dragons Bay, my friends and me all got wristbands to wear all day

54

which got us into the park and got us free games in the arcades. My friends and I got to the park

55

at around 9:00 am. At 11:30 am we went over to the party tent. It’s this open-air tent with big

56

tables where all the birthday parties were held. There were at least three other parties going on

57

in the tent other than mine. My parents got to bring a cake with my name and “Happy Birthday”

58

written in icing on it. The workers at Dragons Bay served us with cheese and pepperoni pizza and

59

any kind of soda we wanted. We had just eaten the pizza and were about to have cake when I

60

saw the accident.

61

I remember my friend Skyler wasn’t feeling good. I guess he/she had too much pizza. My

62

mom asked me to show Skyler where the bathrooms were, and I took him/her outside of the tent

63

to show him/her. The Flood ride is close to where the party was being held, and you have a really

64

good view of The Flood just outside the building with the bathrooms. I was waiting outside the

65

bathrooms looking at The Flood when I saw that man get killed. Yes, I was wearing my glasses.

66

Or was it my contacts? I can’t remember. But I must have been wearing one of the two since my

67

parents say I have to.

68

I feel so bad for the man who got killed. He wasn’t old like my dad or my social studies

69

teacher. I cannot guess how old he was. He looked older than the kids that I see in my dad’s plays

70

at the high school if that helps. He had brown hair. He was wearing blue shorts and a red t-shirt.

71

There was some sort of logo on the t-shirt, like from a sports team or something. I don’t follow

72

sports much, other than racquetball.

73

He was in one of those boats on The Flood. The top of the ride, just before the boats go

74

down the slide is high up in the air, so I could see him from the ground. All of the rides at Dragons

75

Bay have those restraints you have to wear so you don’t get hurt. I have never been on The Flood

76

before, but I have been close enough that I have seen what the boats look like. The boats are

77

round with about 6 seats in them and a bar in the middle that people can hold onto. When people

78

are in the boat, they are supposed to sit down, and those big heavy restraints lower on top of you

79

to keep you safe. But when I saw the man that got killed, he was standing in the boat. I thought

80

that wasn’t allowed. I saw as his boat was at the top of the slide about to go down, and he was

81

standing up in the middle of the boat with his arms in the air. He was smiling and screaming and

82

waving his arms. He looked pretty stupid, I thought. I remember him yelling “This is Awesome!”

83

just before the boat went down the slide.

84

Then it happened. I guess he must have lost his balance. When the boat started down the

85

slide, he started to wobble. He stopped smiling and he put his hands down to try and hold onto

86

the bar in the boat. I guess he wasn’t fast enough. He lost his balance and fell out of the boat and

87

off the side of the slide to the ground. I tried to look away but didn’t. I saw what happened to him.

88

I heard it. Oh my God. I’ll never forget the sound. I started screaming, I was so scared. I don’t

89

remember if there was anyone else on the boat, I was only looking at the man. But the people on

90

the ground were screaming. It was horrible.

91

[A break was held]

92

I’m sorry. It was just so horrible, you know?

93

Oh, you have a map? Sure, I can point to where everything happened. Right there, the

94

building that says “Party Central” is the tent that has the birthday parties. Right next to it is the

95

building with the bathrooms. I was standing just outside the building with the bathrooms waiting

96

for my friend Skyler. That’s where I was standing when I saw the man that got killed. The Flood

97

ride is over there, close to the party tent. There are some game booths in between where I was

98

standing and The Flood, but The Flood is high enough in the air that I could see everything. The

99

game booths are those kind where you shoot some sort of fake gun at targets or throw softballs

100

at stuff to win stupid prizes. The booths were really loud, with people screaming and laughing,

101

and with all the bells ringing, but that didn’t stop me from seeing the man. I am positive about

102

what I saw.

103

I don’t remember how many workers were at The Flood. When the man fell, I remember

104

seeing a bunch of workers in uniforms running towards him. There had to be at least five of them.

105

There was a lot of yelling and screaming. My parents grabbed me as soon as they heard me

106

screaming. My friends and I left. I remember my mom telling dad as we left that “I knew this place

107

was unsafe. They should get sued.” I thought it was safe. You’re just not supposed to stand on

108

rides, duh.

109
110

111
112
113

We’re all finished? Oh good. Will you make it so that we can go back to Dragons Bay now?
I really want to go back but mom and dad say I cannot because it’s not safe enough.

/s/

_______________________
Raven Jones
September 20, 2019

Deposition Transcript of Reagan Sestric

1

Hey there! One of the best quotes of all time is that “If you laugh, you think, and you cry

2

that’s a full day. That’s a heck of a day.” I like to add to it. If you laugh, you think, you cry, and you

3

meet someone new, that’s a heck of a day. And I got to meet you lawyers today. You just made

4

my day. I just wish we could talk about something other than the death of James O’Neill. He was

5

a friend of mine, and I miss him dearly. I’ll never forget him, he was so full of life. I know that if he

6

were here right now, he would tell us that we should not dwell too much that we forget to live.

7

I graduated from Pinewood High School in May 2018. Pinewood is near Southfield. The

8

snobs in Southfield are always looking down on Pinewood for some reason. They joke that our

9

town is so boring that people that live there are “wood.” I guess that’s supposed to be funny? But

10

Pinewood has produced NFL stars, federal judges, a U.S. Senator, actors, and a comedian that

11

has her own national show right now. And we’ve won state championships in basketball and

12

football, which Southfield hasn’t won. Guess we’re not so boring after all.

13

Man, do we really have to talk about this? Okay, sure, I was cited a week after graduating

14

for being a minor in possession of marijuana. I was in Colorado with some friends celebrating my

15

18th birthday at one of the ski resorts. I mean, it’s legal there. But my friends and I shared a joint

16

the night before my birthday when a cop asked for our licenses. I was literally like 5 hours away

17

from being 18, but the cop gave me a ticket. My parents talked to the local DA and paid a fine and

18

the citation was lowered to something that would not go on my record.

19

I met James when we were freshmen in high school. He sat next to me in 5th period study

20

hall, and we would constantly make jokes about the teachers or the nerds in our classes who play

21

that silly magic card game with weird pictures and rules. James was a friend, and nothing more,

22

but he was one of my best friends. He was full of energy and nothing seemed to scare him. He

23

was the kind of guy that would stay up until 2:00 am partying and be the first one ready the next

24

morning to go for a run or play a game of tennis.

25

James was also a bit of a daredevil. The summer after freshman year, James and his

26

uncle went on an “adventure” trip to Colorado, which included skydiving, white water rafting on

27

Class 4 and 5 rapids, and hiking mountains. After that trip, I remember James telling me “the

28

adrenaline rush is worth it, live a little!” One of my favorite memories of James was this time we

29

were hanging out and he and some of our friends were acting like idiots. One of our friends has

30

this really big trampoline. You know that video game where you take a ninja sword and chop fruit

31

that’s flying around? Well, James wanted to do something like that. Instead of a sword, he used

32

a baseball bat. And instead of fruit, he used random stuff we found around the house. He was

33

jumping on the trampoline while we threw stuff at him and he would try to smash it with the bat.

34

I’m talkin’ books, pillows, a coffee mug, stuff like that. We even threw this old glockenspiel my

35

friend’s dad played and James totally smashed it to pieces. Granted, when he did, he fell right off

36

the trampoline and broke his arm. But I remember even when his dad came to get him to take

37

him to the hospital, he was smiling and saying “Worth it!.”

38

James was also the nicest guy you’ll ever meet. He was the kind of guy that would hang

39

out with a friend after a bad breakup with a boyfriend or girlfriend. He was the smartest one in our

40

group of friends, and would help us study for tests so we would pass our classes. He told me that

41

he volunteered at a domestic violence shelter once a week. James never knew what he wanted

42

to do for a career, but he graduated Pinewood with a 3.9 GPA and had been admitted to

43

the University of Illinois. I have no doubt he had a really bright future in front of him. I never saw

44

him on campus of the community college I attend.

45

I started working at Dragons Bay after graduating high school. I needed a summer job to

46

make some extra money, and since I would be attending a community college, I figured I could

47

work part time during the semesters. My job at Dragons Bay was to work the 10th Street Flyer,

48

one of the rides in the park. “The Flyer,” we called it, was pretty simple: guests sat in a

49

large trolley car that holds about 40 people and is made to look like something from a 1940s

50

movie.

51

The tram goes clockwise and then counterclockwise kind of like a ferris wheel. It wasn’t the

52

biggest thrill ride in the park, but it was good for kids and older folks.

53

When I was first hired at Dragons Bay, I went through lots of training. Management takes

54

safety seriously, and my first week on the job was nothing but listening to training seminars by

55

safety folks, watching videos on how to deal with customers, and then practicing strapping in

56

dummies into all the rides. The second week I was shadowed by an experienced park employee

57

as she showed me all the rides in the park, and then taught me how to run The Flyer. I was taught

58

how to operate the controls to start and stop the ride, the override that stops the ride in cases of

59

emergency, and how to make sure that every guest is safely aboard the ride. The last part of my

60

training was a basic first aid and CPR training course that I had to take and pass in case someone

61

in the park needed assistance. Believe me, safety is a big deal around there.

62

Everywhere in the park there are signs about safety. Before you can go on any ride, there

63

is a big sign with bold font telling you what to do and not do on the ride. Unless you’re blind, you’ll

64

see all of these signs everywhere.

65

The Flyer has those shoulder harnesses that lower into place. Once a patron sits down on

66

the tram, he or she must lower the harness over their shoulders until it clicks. One of the buttons

67

on the control panel will release the harnesses so the patrons can’t manipulate the harness while

68

the ride is going. Three employees worked the ride at all times. That was park policy. In fact, there

69

is an employee log that has the shifts for each of the rides at the park and who is working those

70

shifts. The log is posted in the employee break room, and we had to download the Dragons Bay

71

app to our phones. That app has an employee feature where we could log in and get our upcoming

72

shifts, text shift managers in case we were sick and couldn’t make it to work, see our paychecks

73

and all that.

74

The 10th Street Flyer was pretty close to The Flood in the park. From my workstation, I

75

can hear the people on The Flood. But since the Flyer is faced in the opposite direction, I cannot

76

see The Flood where I stand. The Flood was one of the older rides in the park, and I overheard

77

the VP of Operations talking in the employee break room that it was probably going to be closed

78

soon because it was getting too old, out of date, and needed replacing. My friend Karin worked

79

that ride, and told me that the boats on the ride had chipping paint and that it had the “old school”

80

belt straps that go over people’s laps instead of the “new shoulder harnesses that your ride has.”

81

The morning of June 30, 2018, I got a call from James. He told me he was going to spend

82

the day at Dragons Bay. I told him that my shift ended at 4:00, and that we should hang out

83

afterwards. He said he would find me near the park entrance at 4:00. And he told me that he had

84

something “dope” planned for The Flood. I didn’t know what that meant, but with James, it had to

85

be something daredevilish. I told him to “be careful man,” cause you can get seriously messed up

86

if you get hurt on that ride.

87

My shift started that morning at 8:30 am, a half hour before the park opened. I had to make

88

sure the 10th Street Flyer was clean and to check each of the restraints to make sure they were

89

operational. I think it’s a bit redundant, ‘cause the last shift of the night is supposed to clean and

90

make sure the ride is operating perfectly. I guess the owners of the park are concerned things

91

could break overnight? Like I said, they are super worried about safety around there.

92

That morning, I remember seeing James in the park walking around. I was working the

93

Flyer when I saw James near one of the funnel cake stands waving at me. I remember he was

94

wearing his favorite t-shirt for the football team in Kansas City. Ever since my favorite pro team

95

left St. Louis, I refuse to watch or support pro football. But James was a huge fan of the KC team

96

and had that same t-shirt since he was like 12 and wore it all the time.

97
98

And it was like an hour later when it happened. It’s so hard to talk about. . .
[A break was held].

99

Yes, I can do this. Like I was saying, it was like an hour later when I was working at the

100

Flyer when I heard some people shouting. I thought there was something wrong with my ride, but

101

I realized the voices were coming from people standing near The Flood. I don’t know who said it,

102

but someone shouted “Sit down!” A few seconds later, I heard screams and people yelling “help.”

103

I was not supposed to leave my work station since The Flyer was in operation, but I ran down the

104

ramp from my ride and started heading over to where a crowd of people were gathered. They

105

were standing just behind a fence that sections off The Flood.

106

When I got to the crowd, my heart stopped. Just beyond the fence, in the grassy area

107

underneath the ride, I saw James lying on the ground. He looked in bad shape. His legs were

108

sticking out in the wrong direction, and I could see...sorry. I saw one of his bones sticking out of

109

his leg. And there was blood. I immediately climbed the fence and jumped over and ran to my

110

friend. I saw someone in the crowd just outside the fence pull her cell phone to call 9-1-1, and I

111

used my radio to call for security.

112

I leaned over my friend. God, I’ll never forget that. He was breathing and he was

113

conscious. I did a silent prayer that he would pull through. I leaned over him and asked how he

114

was feeling. All he said was, “Not worth it.” I told him not to talk and that help was on the way. I

115

remember my heart was beating at like 200 beats a minute, but my body felt cold. I think I was in

116

shock.

117

It only took moments for park security to arrive, and shut down The Flood. There is a RN

118

at the park at all times in case of medical issues, and she was with security to administer first aid.

119

The park director also showed up and pulled me away from the scene. I screamed that this was

120

my friend, but the director told me it was for the best. The director told me that I should take the

121

rest of the day off, and that we would talk the next day about what happened. He said that an

122

ambulance was on the way and James would be taken to the hospital. The director asked if I had

123

contact information for my friend, and suggested I call his parents to let them know he is being

124

taken to the hospital.

125

I didn’t go home. I went straight to the hospital where they had taken James. I waited there

126

all night. It was about 10:00 that night when James’s parents came to the waiting room. About a

127

dozen of James’ friends were there. As soon as I saw his parents’ faces, I knew. Their eyes were

128

red and puffy, and they were holding each other. I didn’t need to be told that James did not pull

129

through. I remember screaming “No!” and breaking down. All of his friends hugged in silence with

130

the exception of cries from a few of them. I will never forget that night for the rest of my life.

131

I’m not sure I slept for days after that. I know I didn’t sleep that night. I was called back to

132

Dragons Bay the next morning by my shift manager and the park director. They asked me

133

questions about what happened and what I saw. I told them everything I could remember. They

134

hugged me, told me that I should take as much time off as I needed, and I should let them know

135

when I was ready to come back. I told them that I didn’t think I could work there anymore, because

136

it would always remind me of what happened. They said they understood, hugged me again. They

137

told me I would probably be interviewed by investigators about the incident, but that I could do

138

that from home if I wanted to.

139
140

The next day, I received a text from my friend Karin who was working The Flood that day.
I saved the texts. Sure, you can see them.

141

[A break was held].

142

So yeah, click that button. See, here are the texts from Karin. I recognize this as her phone

143

number, and I saved it in my contact list. She told me that she had some concerns about being

144

interviewed by the state investigators. She said that one of the people from corporate had visited

145

her at home to talk about the interview, and had told her what to say to the investigator. She was

146

freaked out, because she thought she would be in trouble if she did not tell the truth to the

147

investigator but that she could lose her job if she didn’t say what the bosses wanted her to say. I

148

told her that she should tell the truth, I mean, as painful as it is to say, this was James’ fault. She

149

told me, “I was the only one working when he died.” I didn’t know what she meant, because there

150

are three people working all rides at all times. I asked her what she meant, but she did not

151

respond.

152

I don’t know what to think about this lawsuit. I don’t have a side. On the one hand,

153

I can honestly say that I think this was James’ fault, ‘cause he was standing up in the ride and

154

everyone knows you don’t do that. On the other hand, the ride should have had the type of

155

restraints the 10th Street Flyer has, and he would never have had the opportunity to stand up.

156

James is one of my best friends, and he always will be. If I ever have a son, I plan on naming him

157

“James.” I’ll never forget him.

158
159
160

/s/

_______________________
Reagan Sestric
October 1, 2019

LTE

Karin
I’m freaking out. Some
investigator wants to talk to me
about what happened with your
friend James.
Who is it?

I don’t know the person’s
name. But its someone
that works for Missouri and
investigates this kind of stuff.
What’s the problem? Just tell
them what happened.
But the corporate hotshots
came to talk to me. They
told me that I should tell the
investigator that there were
three people working the Flood
that day.
Weren’t there?

LTE

Karin
No! I was the only one working
when he died! But if I tell the
investigator the truth, I might
get fired. I don’t know what to
do.
Just tell the truth.

I’m confused.
There were
supposed to be three people
working that day. What do you
mean you were alone?

Curriculum Vitae
JW Willis
100 Vilantis Road
Washington, D.C.
EDUCATION
•

B.S.-Engineering from Georgia Institute of Technology

May 1984

Graduated Suma Cum Laude
Phi Betta Kapp
•

M.A.-Engineering from University of California-Los Angeles

May 1986

•

Ph.D.-Engineering from University of California-Los Angeles

May 1988

Thesis:

“A Case Study of Water Reclamation in a Small Nevada Berry
Farm,” Defended in March 1988

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE
•

Senior Partner and Co-Founder, Wilke & Willis P.C.
o Oct. 2003-Present
o Co-founded nationally recognized engineering consulting firm
specializing in providing unparalleled advice and support to clients with
challenging engineering needs.

•

Design Engineer, RNDP Holdings, LLC
o Sept. 1993-Oct. 2003
o Worked as an engineer for parent company of theme and amusement
parks throughout the United States. Designed roller coasters and other
amusement rides used by parks throughout the country. Member of
design team that created “The Day King,” the country’s fastest roller.
Primary responsibilities include updates on existing rides to improve
aerodynamics and updated safety technologies.

•

Engineering Consultant, Bottchen & Associates LLC
o June 1988 – Sept. 1993
o Worked as a consultant to municipalities across the United States to
design light rail and metro systems.

1

PUBLICATIONS
•

“Safety First: A Look at Light Rail Accidents and How They Can Be
Avoided,” JOURNAL OF ENGINEERING, Vol. 34, June 1991

•

“How Much is Too Much? A Look at G-Force on Customers in Roller
Coasters.” GEORGIA TECH JOURNAL OF ENGINEERING, Vol. 104, May 1997

•

“Rethinking Safety Standards: A Fresh Look at Restraints on Water
Rides,” Journal of the Association of Amusement Ride Engineers, Vol.
98, April 2006

•

“The Hired Gun: Advice to Fellow Engineers on Serving as an Expert
Witness,” Journal of the Association of Amusement Ride Engineers, Vol.
112, April 2010

MEMBERSHIPS AND PROFESSIONAL ORGANIZATIONS
•

Member, Association of Amusement Ride Engineers

•

Member and Membership Committee Co-Chair, American Association of
Engineers

•

Member, Association of Municipal Engineers

2
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The Flood

You are about to board

THE FLOOD

You should not board this
ride if you are pregnant or
think you may be pregnant.
Children under 10 are not
permitted on this ride.
Please keep your arms and
legs within the boat at all
times while the ride is in
operation.

Employee Assignment Log
June 30, 2018
THE FLOOD
8:30 am – 9:00 am

Karin Shiller (Opening and Safety Checks)

9:00 am – 11:00 am

Karin Shiller (Lead)
Craig Kelley
Ashley Gang

11:00 am – 3:00 pm

Karin Shiller (Lead)
Ashley Gang
Mark McClanahan

3:00 pm – 7:00 pm

Mark McClanahan (Lead)
Brendan Giljum
Dan Witt

7:00 pm – 8:00 pm

Dan Witt (Closing and Clean-Up)

Memorandum of Interview
Date:
Officer:

July 2, 2018
Alex Hudson, MODPS

On July 2, 2018, from approximately 1:38 pm to approximately 2:16 pm, I interviewed
Aaron Bjorn. This interview was performed as part of my investigation into the death of
James O’Neill at the Dragons Bay theme park in Southfield, Missouri.
Bjorn stated that he was at Dragons Bay on June 30, 2018, with his wife and three sons.
Bjorn stated that he and his oldest son were in line at The Flood ride when the incident
in question occurred. Bjorn does not recall what time the incident occurred, only that it
occurred around lunch time. Bjorn stated that he only saw one park employee present in
the boat house where patrons board the ride. Asked whether he was sure, Bjorn said that
he was “pretty sure” only one park employee was present.
Bjorn stated that he did not see the incident, but that he heard shouting from below.
Bjorn stated that he heard someone shout “Call 9-1-1!” Bjorn stated that he and his son
decided to leave the line.
Nothing further.
/s/ Alex Hudson
Addendum
This addendum is dated September 18, 2018, and is meant to supplement the original
memorandum.
I have learned that Mr. Bjorn has recently relocated to Madrid, Spain, with his family for
work reasons. I have been unable to obtain updated contact information for Bjorn.

Memorandum of Interview
Date:
Officer:

July 2, 2018
Alex Hudson, MODPS

On July 2, 2018, from approximately 3:14 pm to approximately 3:37 pm, I interviewed
Linda Ravenscraft. This interview was performed as part of my investigation into the
death of James O’Neill at the Dragons Bay theme park in Southfield, Missouri.
Ravenscraft stated that she and her boyfriend were in line at The Flood on June 30,
2018, at the time the incident in question occurred. Ravenscraft stated that “several
dozen” people were in line waiting to board the ride when the incident occurred.
Ravenscraft stated that she only remembers seeing one park employee at the boat house
where the ride commences. Ravenscraft stated the employee was a female with a
Dragons Bay uniform, aged 20-25. Ravenscraft does not believe she witnessed any other
employee present, but that she cannot be 100% certain.
Nothing further.
/s/ Alex Hudson

Gordon, Joshua M.
From:

Thomas, Rebecca C <rthomas@adventureholdingsllc.com>

Sent:

Friday, April 7, 2017 4:46 PM

To:

Gordon, Joshua M <jgordon@ adventureholdingsllc.com >

Subject:

RE: Flood

Joshua—
Agreed. We’ll consider this an isolated problem that has been dealt with. What do we do
about Taylor Brown? The kid is bugging me daily about the “issue.”
Rebecca Thomas
Head of Security
Dragons Bay Theme Parks

From:

Gordon, Joshua M <jgordon@ adventureholdingsllc.com

Sent:

Wednesday, April 5, 2017 6:55 PM

To:

Thomas, Rebecca C <rthomas@adventureholdingsllc.com>

Subject:

RE: Flood

Rebecca,
Thank you for the updates. It sounds like the problem is being managed. The Flood rides are
due to be replaced in FY 2021, so any wide-spread updates would not be fiscally responsible. It
sounds like this is an isolated incident. Please keep me informed.
Joshua Gordon
Chief Executive Officer
Adventure Holdings, LLC

From:

Thomas, Rebecca C <rthomas@adventureholdingsllc.com>

Sent:

Wednesday, April 5, 2017 2:19 PM

To:

Gordon, Joshua M <jgordon@ adventureholdingsllc.com >

1

Subject:

RE: Flood

Joshua—
An update. I talked to staff on the ground and had the Des Moines park manager review
security video. Apparently one of the restraints on one of the boats on the Flood ride came
loose while the boat was on the track. Park maintenance said a bolt holding the restraint in
place came loose. That boat has been taken out of rotation, and all the restraints on all of
the other boats have been checked and verified safe.
But Taylor doesn’t seem satisfied. Apparently Taylor claims that there is some sort of
systemic problem. I think Taylor might be blowing this out of proportion. Taylor has been
gunning for a promotion, and might be using this “problem” as a way to get attention.
I told Taylor that the problem is being taken care of, and that it’s a maintenance issue.
Rebecca Thomas
Head of Security
Dragons Bay Theme Parks
From:

Thomas, Rebecca C <rthomas@adventureholdingsllc.com>

Sent:

Monday, April 3, 2017 10:47 AM

To:

Gordon, Joshua M <jgordon@ adventureholdingsllc.com >

Subject:

Flood

Joshua—
As you know, we hired a new “hot shot” kid for head of IT, Taylor Brown. Taylor has been
working on some new kind of algorithm to detect if there are problems at any of our rides.
Taylor tried to explain what it meant, but it was all Greek to me.
Yesterday Taylor called me in a panic saying there is something wrong with The Flood ride
in our Des Moines park. Taylor claimed that his computer program detected something
wrong with the restraints on the ride.
I’ll look into it.
Rebecca Thomas
Head of Security
Dragons Bay Theme Parks
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Employee Script, The Flood
(Des Moines, Southfield, Indianapolis):
After boarding and securing all passengers’ lap
belts, lead employee should read the following
script.
“Ladies and Gentleman, welcome aboard The
Flood. For your safety, please listen carefully to
the following instructions. The belt you are
wearing is for your safety and protection. Please
do not remove or tamper with the belt while the
ride is in operation, unless instructed by a staff
member or in case of emergency. Please keep
your hands and feet in the boat at all times.
And, of course, have fun! Now prepare yourself
for the ultimate adventure…”

WARNING!
Many of the rides at Dragons Bay
travel at high speeds and have
sharp turns.
Women who are pregnant or think
they may be pregnant should
avoid the rides.
Patrons with heart conditions should
avoid the rides.
By boarding a ride, you acknowledge
the you are healthy and physically
able to safely enjoy the ride.

